I78	MACHINE DESIGN.
table XII.
..^   ,    . ~   ,	Holding Powor at
Kind of End.	Surfiux- of Shaft.
Ends perfectly flat, & inch diameter. . .  Average	2064 11 >s.
Rounded ends, radius § inch	        4 £	2912    "
Rounded ends, radius J inch	        "	2573    "
Cup-shaped and case hardened	        <(	2470    "
no. Shrink and Force Fits. — Relative rotation between machine parts is also prevented sometimes by means of shrink and force fits. In the former the shaft is made larger than the hole in the part to be held upon it, and the metal surrounding the hole is heated, usually to low redness. Because of the expansion it may be put on the shaft, and on cooling it shrinks and "grips" the shaft. A key is sometimes used in addition to this. The coefficient of linear expansion for each degree Fahrenheit is 0.0000065 for wrought iron and steel and 0.0000062 for cast iron. Low redness corresponds to about 600° F. and therefore causes an expansion of the bore of about 0.004 inch per inch of diameter. Were a hub expanded this amount and placed on an incompressible shaft of identical diameter so that the fibers immediately surrounding the bore could not shrink as the hub cooled, the unit strain in these fibers when cool would be the entire .004 inch per inch; and, since unit stress equals unit strain multiplied by the coefficient of elasticity, the unit stress in the bore fibers would equal .004 X 15,000,000 — 60,000 Ibs. per square inch for cast iron; or .004X30,000,000—120,000 Ibs. per square inch for steel. This indicates that the hub would rupture, beginning at the bore fibers, where the unit stress is greatest, and extending outward. There is, however, no such thing as an incompressible shaft material. Actually the bore fibers will not be extended the full amount of the difference between the original circumferences at the same temperature of the shaft and the hub-bore. The relative compression and extension of the two members depends upon several factors such as: the value of Poisson's ratio and the coefficient of elasticity

